Finder fee agreement and work plan

THIS AGREEMENT is made this 18 day of May, 2022 by and between Alexey Tsvetochkin
(representing The Omega project private, which is a private person owned business with no
registration required under laws of Thailand), hereinafter referred to as ("CONSULTANT") and
the Energy Storage Pty Ltd hereinafter referred to as ("CLIENT").
The following represents our agreement, in consideration of each other's promises or acts with
respect to this Finder's Fee Agreement. Consultant has introduced and/or will introduce
potential Investors to Client in return for Client's agreement to pay Consultant (or nominee)
compensation for these introductory services in total amount of $5000 USD (five thousand
dollars) as follows:
●

●

70% of the fees (which is $3.500, three thousands and five hundred USD) paid upfront in
advance and the payment made by Client confirms that he is agreed to all the conditions
and work plan listed below;
30% of the fees (which is $1.500, one thousand and five hundred dollars) paid after
Consultant completes the work plan and provide a Client with a detailed report, including
prospect investors direct contacts and all the preliminary correspondence

Seeking amount: $15.000.000 (fifteen million dollars)
Investment conditions: may vary, negotiable directly by Client and may include direct
loan option.
The Investors, i.e., those investors which the Consultant will introduce to Client, will be named
and listed by cover letter(s), and such letters shall be governed by, and included under the
provisions of this Agreement.
Consultant will not engage in any negotiations whatsoever on behalf of Client or any investor.
Consultant may only contact prospect investors with a project pre-assessment message, which
will be created upon full project research completion, and other documentation received from
Client. Consultant may provide Client or any investor with information which may be used as a
basis for such negotiations. Consultant will have no responsibility for nor will Consultant make
recommendations concerning the terms, conditions or provisions of any agreement between
Client and an investor, including the manner or means of consummating the transaction.

Consultant service does not include the work of conducting further negotiations with those who
are interested in the Client's project.
This Finder Agreement (“Agreement”) is effective as of the date of the first payment reception
from Client to Consultant and establishes the terms and conditions under which Energy Storage
Pty Ltd (the “Client”), agrees to engage (“Consultant”), to assist the Client in obtaining financing.

Statement of Services
(a) Consultant shall identify and introduce to the Client potential investors.
(b) Consultant acknowledges that (i) the Client is free to contact potential investors directly and
engage other Consultants, (ii) the Client may determine, in its sole discretion, whether a
potential investor identified by Consultant shall constitute a Qualified Investor, (iii) the Client may
determine, in its sole discretion, whether to accept an offered investment.
(c) Consultant may have to update Client website to include tracking codes and substitute
phone numbers or perform any other updates needed to properly track visitor flow and sources.
That does not include any visual and/or content modifications.
(d) Consultant may implement a multiple language neural translation to a Client website, which
visually adds a language switcher.

Reporting / feedback
(a) The Consultant provides the Client with a report that is available online and updated as the
individual tasks of this agreement are completed. Reporting has to include the details of
investors, with whom Client’s project was discussed and their comments (if any), as well as the
results of email mailings to Consultant’s investment database, with full statistics and reporting
and separately received responses to mail, calls and transitions to the site.
(b) The Client sends feedback to the Consultant as contacts are received from prospective
investors, in terms of quantity, quality and conditions offered once a week.

Work plan

Task

Days from the
agreement effective
date

Energy and related market research, study of client’s documentation,
brief conclusion

5

Pre-assessment letter for prospect investors

7

Technical updates on a Client’s website

8

Contact list of prospect investors, who may have interested in Client’s
project

13

Contacting the list above with pre-assessment letter and additional
information, recording and storing results and correspondence

20

Compile an email database of financial institutions and private investors
from a multiple email lists

22

Technical preparations to blast emails and record statistics and other
data

26

Email blast
Prepare a final report with details on engaged investors/institutions, direct
contacts and related correspondence

Up to 35
38

Total estimated agreement works completion dates range 30-38.
The Client will have access to prospect investors contacts and details immediately during the
work progress. Additionally, a final report will contain a full list of prospects and details.
Payment under this agreement can be made using any of the following details:
TSVETOCHKIN ALEXEY
Kasikorn bank Thailand
Account 5522010180
SWIFT Code: KASITHBK
JINTANA SAMANN / THE OMEGA PROJECT
PayPal Account office@theomega.asia
BITCOIN WALLET
37itkzn4Gjg6tBWspYdErV5P6jFfhKyYtZ

==== END OF AGREEMENT ====

